HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVICE BOARD
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO
Appeal No. 65-11

DECISION: SUSPENSION MODIFIED FROM 75 DAYS TO 30 DAYS

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:

SILVER GUTIERREZ, Appellant,
VS.

DEPARMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Appellant, Captain Silver Gutierrez, appeals a 75-day suspension assessed
by his employer, the Denver Sheriff's Department {Agency), from December 5, 2011
through March 17, 2012, for alleged violations of specified Career Service Rules and
Agency regulations. A hearing concerning this appeal was conducted by Bruce A.
Plotkin, Hearing Officer, on July 10-12 and July 26, 2012. The Agency was represented
by Franklin A. Nachman, Assistant City Attorney, while the Appellant was represented
by Reid Elkus, Esq. and Don Sisson, Esq., of the firm Elkus Sisson & Rosenstein, PC.
Agency exhibits 1, 2, 7 and 10-13 were admitted, as were Appellants' exhibits A-G. 1
The following witnesses testified for the Agency: Chief Elias Diggins; Captain Connie
Coyle; Director Gary Wilson; and Deputy Manager of Safety Ashley Kilroy. The
Appellant testified on his own behalf and presented the following additional
witnesses: Ms. Cheryl Arabalo (fka Moore-Arabalo); Deputy Tyler Mazotti; Deputy
William Currat; and Mr. Phil Deeds.
The following facts were stipulated prior to hearing: Gutierrez became a
captain in 2006; Arabalo was a captain with the Agency; Arabalo was terminated
from the Agency on March 16, 2012; Gutierrez has stated to Arabalo "what are you
wearing?"
Prior to hearing the Agency withdrew the following claims: CSR 16-60 B,
carelessness in the performance of duties; 16-60 Z., conduct prejudicial; its claim
under CSR 16-60 L. regarding Departmental Order (0.0.) 1100.3, sex discrimination
(but retaining its harassment claims); 0.0. 300.21, failing to obey directives; and
D .0. 300. l 0, disorderly conduct {but retaining its claims of immoral or indecent
conduct under the same rule). ["Agency's Compliance Certificate with Orders
Following Pre-Hearing Conference 6/ 19 / 12"].
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Exhibits F and G were admitted for the limited purpose of showing former Captain Arabalo's termination of
employment and previous suspension, respectively.

During hearing, Appellant moved to dismiss the Agency's neglect of duty
allegation under CSR 16-60 A for lack of notice 2 The motion was taken under
advisement and ruled on, below. Gutierrez' motion to be recalled to testify after
the conclusion of his testimony was denied.
II. ISSUES ON APPEAL
The following issues were presented for appeal:
A. whether the Agency proved Gutierrez violated one or more Career Service Rules
as alleged in the Agency's notice of discipline;

B. if the Agency proved Gutierrez violated one or more Career Service Rules,
whether the degree of discipline was justified under the purpose of discipline, CSR
16-20;
C. whether Gutierrez due process rights under the Career Service Rules were
violated by the presence or recommendations of a certain deputy chief at
Gutierrez' pre-disciplinary meeting;
D. if Gutierrez' due process rights were violated, whether his discipline must be
reversed.
Ill. FINDINGS
Gutierrez has been continuously employed as a Denver Deputy Sheriff for 16
years. He was promoted to the rank of Captain in 2006. His superiors consider him,
overall, to be an excellent captain. Gutierrez was trained to recognize and avoid
sexual harassment. [7 /10/12 Wilson testimony; Gutierrez testimony], and
this discipline is his first.
Cheryl Arabalo was a captain with the Agency. Arabalo was president, and
Gutierrez was secretary of the Denver Sheriff's Foundation, a private, non-profit
organization created to assist Agency deputies in need of financial or other
assistance. Foundation board members, including Arabalo and Gutierrez, were a
close-knit group who socialized both during and outside of work. When board
members phoned each other, the recipient, upon recognizing the caller-ID name
of a colleague, would answer jokingly "what are you wearing." Gutierrez and
Arabalo sometimes answered each other's calls with that "tag line."
From August 26-27, 2010, Gutierrez was appointed as Acting Chief of the
Receiving Unit at the County Jail in the absence of Chief Diggins. Gutierrez'
position of acting Chief placed him in a position of authority over Captain Arabalo.
2 Deputy Manager of Safety Kilroy testified Gutierrez' violated that rule for his failure to ensure his subordinates
adhere to a certain standard of conduct, and for his failure to take action when they failed to do so. Gutierrez claimed
this fact basis was brought up for the first time only at hearing, and was absent from the notice of discipline.
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[7 / l 0/12 Diggins testimony; [Exhibit 11-55], and Arabalo was aware of his Gutierrez'
temporary assignment for those two days.
On August 26, 2010, Arabalo stopped in Gutierrez' office to pick up checks
written to the Foundation. When she entered, Gutierrez was on the phone. He
motioned for Arabalo to lift up her shirt to expose her breasts. Then he patted his
thigh, motioning for her to sit on his lap.
About two months later, Arabalo filed a sex discrimination, harassment and
retaliation complaint on October 19, 2010 with the Colorado Civil Rights Division
and with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. In her complaint,
Arabalo stated an unnamed co-worker sexually harassed her on August 26, 2010.
In a subsequent interview with the Agency's internal Affairs Bureau (IA) on
November 12, 201 2, Arabalo identified her alleged harasser as Gutierrez.
Elias Diggins has been a Division Chief with the Agency since 2009, and was a
second-level supervisor of Gutierrez. They were friends and socialized outside of the
workplace. Before the incidents leading to this case, Diggins counseled Gutierrez
informally several times about his failure to abate crude banter with and among his
peers and subordinates and advised him to become "more professional" with
subordinates.
When Diggins was informed about Arabalo's complaint, he showed it to
Gutierrez who admitted he had been "playing around" and probably said "what
are you wearing" to Arabalo on the phone, but denied all other allegations,
including that he motioned for Arabalo to expose her breasts and to sit on his lap.
The next day, however, Gutierrez approached Diggins and admitted those and
other allegations were true, that he was ashamed, remorseful, and didn't know
how he would tell his wife. He also told Diggins he didn't know how he could have
been so stupid as to have indicated to Arabalo to lift up her shirt and to sit on his
lap, and said he hoped to become a better person. [7/10/12 Diggins testimony].
Gutierrez also acknowledged responding to unspecified comments by Arabalo by
saying "I'm just playing around." [Exhibit 11 CD Gutierrez IA interview}.
During his IA interview on January 13, 2011, Gutierrez acknowledged that one
time when Arabalo was in his office, he noticed Arabalo's shirt was unbuttoned at
the top. He told her "hey, maybe you could unbutton 'em more." Gutierrez also
acknowledged answering Arabalo's phone calls by asking "what are you
wearing?" [Exhibit 11-257 CD, IA interview 1/ 13/ 11 with Gutierrez; 7/11 / 12 Gutierrez
testimony]. In the same month as his IA interview, Gutierrez reported to IA that he
suspected Arabalo was misappropriating Foundation funds. 3

3

The Agency later terminated Arabalo's employment for violation of Career Service Rules related to her
misappropriation. Arabalo has appealed her dismissal. [In re Arabalo, CSA 17-12].
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The Agency convened a pre-disciplinary meeting on September 23, 2011 .
Gutierrez attended with his attorney. Following the meeting, Deputy Manger of
Safety Ashley Kilroy, the decision maker in this case, imposed a 75-day suspension
of Gutierrez. This appeal followed timely on December 2, 2011 .
IV. ANALYSIS
A. CREDIBILITY
Gutierrez' principal contention was that Arabalo welcomed his sexual banter
and welcomed his gestures on August 26, 2010. For reasons discussed below,
Arabalo's attitude was relevant, even critical, to some of the Agency's allegations,
but irrelevant to others. As to those Agency allegations dependent on whether
Arabalo welcomed Gutierrez' conduct, the relative credibility of Gutierrez and
Arabalo is paramount. In order to avoid undue repetition, below, I will discuss it
first.
The most important factor in how much weight to lend to Arabalo was the
Agency's disbelief in her credibility. Kilroy stated she relied principally on Gutierrez'
admissions and disregarded most of Arabalo's claims. Kilroy stated flatly "I don't
find Miss Arabalo very credible." [7 /11 /12 Kilroy cross-exam]. Diggins believed
Arabalo was not a truthful person and he was her supervisor and worked closely
with her. [7 /10/12 Diggins cross-exam]. Director Wilson declared "this case definitely
had some issues related to credibility in regards to whether or not statements that
was being made by Cheryl Arabalo were true ... " When an agency finds the
credibility of its principal accuser lacking then, regardless of the veracity of that
belief, a hearing officer should not give the accuser's statements more weight
than the agency gave them. To do so would impermissibly shroud the hearing
officer in a prosecutor's mantle.
There are additional reasons to question Arabalo's credibility which do not rely
on opinion testimony. Arabalo was suspended for 70 days in 2011 for violations
including dishonesty. [Exhibit F., p.8}. She was terminated from employment this
year for misappropriation of Foundation funds [but see N. 3}.
Arabalo denied ever engaging in sexual banter in the workplace, [7 /26/12
Arabalo cross-exam], but Deputy Montoya, who appeared to have no axe to grind
with either Arabalo or Gutierrez, told IA Arabalo readily engaged in sexual banter
with Gutierrez. "[l]t wasn't, you know, conversation we should have in the
workplace." [Exhibit 11-261 ]. She also told IA Arabalo initiated the sexual banter,
[Id], belying Arabalo's denials and memory lapses during hearing.
Arabalo claimed she and Gutierrez were friendly but not friends. However she
and her husband had dinner at the home of Gutierrez and his wife. She took lunch
breaks outside the workplace with Gutierrez. While on a trip to Texas, Ara bolo
bought a joke tee-shirt for Gutierrez with the Spanish words "tu eres un pendejo"
and captioned in English below as "you are my friend" but the real translation of
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which is akin to "you are an ass." [Exhibit B; Gutierrez testimony]. That is the kind of
gift given to a close friend, not merely a work colleague.
Finally, Arabalo claimed Gutierrez' greeting her business-related phone calls
with "what are you wearing?" was sexually harassing. [Arabalo testimony; Exhibit C17 4]. For reasons stated below, the evidence indicated Arabalo willingly
participated in that practice and was not harassed by it.

If Arabalo's testimony must be viewed with red-light caution, Gutierrez'
testimony must viewed at least as yellow. He provided ever-evolving responses to
questions concerning what occurred with Arabalo on August 26, and with respect
to the degree of responsibility he took. Gutierrez first denied almost every claim by
Arabalo. The next day, he admitted almost every claim by Arabalo while taking
tearful and full responsibility for his "stupid" conduct. Later, he denied any
wrongdoing whatsoever. [See VI. C., below for a more thorough discussion].
Even though Gutierrez became aware of Arabalo's alleged misappropriation
of Foundation funds in November 2010, [7/11/12 Gutierrez testimony}, he disclosed
his discovery on January 13, 2011, during his IA interview for alleged wrongdoing
against Arabalo. The timing is suspect. In short, neither Arabalo nor Gutierrez was
entirely credible.

B. CSA Rule Violations

1. CSR 15-100 Harassment and/or discrimination.

This pertinent portions of this rule define conduct more specifically prohibited
under Department Order [ D. 0.] 2420. 1B. , Sexual Harassment below. No further
discussion is warranted here.
2. 16-60 A. Neglect of duty.

In order to establish a violation under this rule, the Agency must prove ( 1) a
reasonable duty was communicated to the employee and (2) the employee
utterly failed to perform that duty. In re Mounjim, CSA 87-07, 4 (7/10/08). Kilroy
found Gutierrez violated this rule for failing his duty as a supervisor to set a
professional tone and to prohibit and correct crude and sexual banter among his
subordinates. [7 /11/12 Kilroy cross-exam].
Gutierrez acknowledged his conduct with Arabalo was unbecoming of his
duties. [Exhibit 11-100; Exhibit 11-249 CD Gutierrez pre-disciplinary meeting; Exhibit
11-248 CD Gutierrez pre-disciplinary meeting at 13:20:40]. In addition to Gutierrez'
acknowledgements, the most persuasive testimony was that of his friend and
supervisor Diggins who testified he warned Gutierrez repeatedly to cease his crude
banter and to act more in conformity with his supervisory position. [7 /10/12 Diggins
testimony]. In addition, in his pre-disciplinary meeting, Gutierrez acknowledged he
5

needed to prevent such banter from occurring on his watch. [Exhibit 2-13; Exhibit 11
CD, pre-disciplinary meeting].
During hearing on July 10, 2012, Gutierrez alleged the Agency failed to provide
notice of this particular violation, and moved to strike this violation as it pertained to
the duty to set a professional example of conduct, and to correct sexual banter
among his subordinates. I took that motion under advisement and now rule
Gutierrez had notice of his duty to conduct himself professionally, to lead by
example, and to correct sexual banter among his subordinates for the following
reasons: ( l ) He acknowledged he was under such a duty [7 / l l / 12 Appellant
testimony}; (2) Diggins repeatedly counseled Gutierrez that he was not setting a
good example in his own sexual banter, and by permitting others to engage in it.
[7 /10/12 Diggins testimony; 7 /1 l /12 Gutierrez cross-exam]. (3) Gutierrez
acknowledged he was aware of his duty to set a professional example in keeping
with his rank. [Exhibit 11 CD pre-disciplinary meeting]. These factors establish
Gutierrez had notice of his obligation to set an example of professional conduct
and to prevent sexual banter by his subordinates. The motion is DENIED. The
Agency established that Gutierrez neglected his duty to set a professional example
when he engaged in sexual banter, and when he failed to correct such behavior in
his subordinates, in violation of CSR 16-60 A.
The Agency's notice of discipline also referred to Gutierrez' conducting
Foundation business while on duty. [Exhibit 2-13]. If the Agency believed such
conduct was improper, it was vague as to whether it found the conduct was a
violation of any duty or any particular Career Service Rule, and I decline make such
a connection on behalf of the Agency.

3. 16-60 K. Failing to meet established standards of performance including
either qualitative or quantitative standards. When citing this subsection, a
department or agency must describe the specific standard(s) the employee
has failed to meet.
Here the Agency cited the job specifications for Gutierrez' position as captain.
Job specifications are not enforceable as performance standards. No violation is
established under this rule.

4. 16-60 L. Failure to observe written departmental or agency regulations,
policies or rules. When citing this subsection, a department or agency must
cite the specific regulation, policy, or rule the employee has violated. The
Agency found Gutierrez violated the following "Departmental Orders."

a. Department Order (D.O.) 200.15. Deputy Sheriffs and employees shall
not willfully or intentionally display any disrespectful, insolent or abusive
language or behavior towards any supervisor, Department employee,
employee(s) of other official agencies or the public, while on duty.
6

The Agency based this claim on Gutierrez' asking Arabalo "what are you
wearing?" and on his two gestures to her on August 26, 2010. Gutierrez claimed he
was not in violation of this Department rule because he did not intend his language
and conduct as disrespectful, insolent, or abusive toward Arabalo, and his
conduct was welcomed by Arabalo and was, therefore, not disrespectful, insolent,
or abusive. The Agency argued the order applies irrespective of whether Arabalo
welcomed the conduct. 4
Because their credibility was questionable, neither Gutierrez' intent nor
Arabalo's perception can be determined from their statements alone. Witnesses
whose credibility was not challenged described a culture of sexual banter and
described both Arabalo and Gutierrez as integral parts of that culture. There was
no objective indication that Arabalo communicated a desire to cease her
participation in that banter before August 26, 2010. Consequently, it is as likely as
not that Arabalo welcomed Gutierrez' conduct. The Agency's view, that this order
applies regardless of intent, is incorrect. [Seen. 4].
Thus, even though Gutierrez' method of answering Arabalo's phone calls, and
his gestures on August 26, 2010, were improper for other reasons, the Agency did
not prove any of those communications violated this rule by a preponderance of
the evidence.
b. D.O. 300.1.
Deputy Sheriffs and employees shall not indulge in
immoral, indecent or disorderly conduct that would impair their orderly
performance of duties or cause the public to lose confidence in the
Department.
The Agency rule does not define immoral or indecent conduct, nor did the
Agency do so at hearing. BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY, [5 th Ed], defines immoral conduct
as that conduct which "shows moral indifference to opinions of the good and
respectable members of the community."
For the same reasons as stated immediately above, the Agency failed to
prove Gutierrez' phone greeting and gestures to Arabalo were immoral, or

4

The issue in the opposing views is not whether the prohibitions in the rule apply. The issue is ··based on whose
perception?" Gutierrez' position calls for a subjective standard, meaning ifhe did not intend, and Arabalo did not perceive,
Gutierrez words or conduct as disrespectful, insolent or abusive. then Gutierrez did not violate the order. In the Agency's
view, a subjective standard applies, meaning if a hypothetical person who exercises average judgment, in the same society,
and under the same circumstances, heard Gutierrez answer "what are you wearing"?"' and saw his gestures on August 26,
would she have perceived any of those communications as disrespectful, insolent or abusive?
The objective standard still leaves the question ·'what were the circumstances?" If a reasonable person's
circumstances included a history of engaging in sexual banter with Gutierrez which extended through August 26. 20 I0, then
it is not likely the reasonable person would perceive Gutierrez· conduct as disrespectful, insolent or abusive. lfthe same
circumstances were absent, in other words, if the context were removed. the question ·'what are you wearing?" is subject to
wide interpretation. It may be a request for a list of clothing, it could mean --are you wearing something sexy?'' The same
question could be asking "are you in uniform?" or it could indicate a myriad of other things. One meaning is not more likely
than another. It is for just that reason that context must apply to the objective as well as the subjective standard.
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indecent. 5 The question "what are you wearing?" alone cannot be considered
immoral or indecent. Moreover, witness testimony affirmed Gutierrez' claim the
question was an inoffensive joke between Foundation members.
Even if the Agency had established the gestures were indecent or immoral, it
failed to establish the second element of the rule, that the orderly performance of
their duties were thus impaired, or that the public thus lost confidence in the
Agency. This violation remains unproven.

c. D.O. 300.19. Deputy Sheriffs and employees shall not violate any lawful
rule, duty, procedure or order.
Kilroy acknowledged this is a catchall rule. This order, as CSR 16-60 Y., applies
only in the absence of the application of a more specific violation. Since other,
specific rules were cited elsewhere, this rule is inapplicable here.
d. D.O. 300.20. Deputy Sheriffs and employees shall not indulge in any
conduct, which is contrary to Career Service Authority Rules and
Regulations.
As other, more specific Career Service Rules were alleged by the Agency,
this catchall Agency rule is cumulative.
e. D.O.1100.4. Supervisors and administrators shall limit their on- duty
actions and relations with other employees to those actions prescribed
by their duties and procedures or actions considered reasonable and
appropriate to the work situation.
Gutierrez' status as Captain, and his status as acting Chief on August 26, 2010,
required him to set a respectful tone rather than accept or, worse, participate in
locker-room banter in the workplace. Even if Arabalo fully participated in sexual
banter, her participation did not justify Gutierrez' sexually-oriented banter with her
and did not justify his sexually-oriented gestures toward her on August 26. Those
actions were outside what is reasonable and appropriate to the workplace, in
violation of D.O. 1100.4. The following events also justified the Agency's finding
Gutierrez violated this order.
Diggins testified he had counseled Gutierrez repeatedly of the need to act
more professionally with co-workers and subordinates. Diggins specified Gutierrez
responded to a female sergeant's request for time off with "only if you do
something nice for me." [Exhibit 11-247]. This allegation is consistent with the
allegation by Sgt. Ella Brown that Gutierrez responded to her texted request for time
off with a return text which read "only if u r nice to me." [Exhibit 11-236]. 6
5

Prior to hearing, the Agency withdrew the portion of this claim relating to indecency. See Introduction, above.
I sustained Appellant's objection that the notice of discipline did not refer to Ella Brown's statement as an
independent basis for discipline, and therefore disregard it for that purpose, but I find it material for the purpose of
supporting those claims which were cited in the notice, Here, I considered Gutierrez' statement to Brown not as an
6
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Deputy Montoya told her IA interviewer she found banter she overheard
between Gutierrez and Arabalo to be the type of conversation that should not
occur in the workplace. [Exhibit 11-261 ]. She also was present, along with Gutierrez,
during sexually explicit conversations between Arabalo and another female coworker. Montoya stated Gutierrez did not participate, but did not intercede, either.
[Exhibit 11-261].
Gutierrez acknowledged overhearing sexual banter between Arabalo and a
female co-worker. He told IA other deputies would refer to those conversations,
but Gutierrez never addressed it. [Exhibit 11-265]. Gutierrez acknowledged such
conversation is inappropriate for the workplace, but his only counsel to those
deputies on the subject was "we need to be careful with what you do cause
someone could file against you guys or something ... just be careful." [Exhibit 11-267;
Exhibit 11-253 CD interview with Gutierrez@ 16: 15].

Gutierrez admitted when he noticed Arabalo's uniform shirt unbuttoned he
told her about it, then added "maybe you should unbutton 'em more." [Exhibit 11
CD, Gutierrez IA interview l /13/1 l @ 11 :00]. Even if Gutierrez made the comment
entirely in jest, and even if Arabalo received it in that spirit, the comment was
inappropriate to the workplace in violation of this rule.
Gutierrez told IA "I am a bishop- like a minister- in my church," [Exhibit 11 CD@
13:3:30]. He explained in that capacity he treated Arabalo's highly personal
revelations to him and his responses to her as ministering to her. [Exhibit 11-266;
Exhibit 11 CD Gutierrez IA interview 6/20/1 l @ 13: 13:50]. If Gutierrez saw his
relationship with Arabalo in that light, it is inconsistent that he would motion for her
to expose her breasts or sit on his lap, even in jest. Gutierrez' ministering
explanation failed to rebut his obligation to limit his actions with Arabalo to those
actions prescribed by his duties and procedures. His gestures were
unreasonable and inappropriate to the work situation, in violation of this Agency
rule, and therefore in derogation of CSR 16-60 L.
f. D.O. 2420.1 B. Sexual Harassment.
The widely varying definitions and examples within this order make it evident
the Agency intended to prohibit all unwelcome conduct, whether or not
specifically sexual.7 The prohibitions under this department order include
unwelcome sexual contact within certain parameters, any course of conduct
without a legitimate purpose which causes emotional distress, and any single
alarming conduct without a legitimate purpose. [Exhibit l 0- L l 0-2]. Notably, the
word "sexual" is absent in all its forms from the latter two definitions. The Agency
claimed Gutierrez violated this order based on his asking Arabalo "what are you
independent basis for discipline, but in support of Diggins' recollection of what conduct was improper.
That the Agency's intended D.O. 2420 I. B. to be broadly construed is evident in the plain language of its introductory
policy statement: "DSD asserts zero tolerance and strictly prohibits harassment in and outside of the workplace. This
includes any type of harassment sexual or otherwise ... " [Exhibit I OJ.
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wearing?" and based on his two gestures on August 26, 2010, for her to expose her
breasts and to sit on his lap.
"What are you wearing?" The Agency alleged the question was sexually
charged while Gutierrez claimed Foundation members used the clause as an
internal joke or, as he put it, a "tag line."
Witnesses for Gutierrez corroborated his version. Sgt. Moore, and deputies
Currat and Mazotti were also Foundation members. All three stated "what are you
wearing?" was a common phone greeting between Foundation members,
regardless of gender. Moore specifically recalled he and Gutierrez exchanged the
same greeting. [Exhibit 11-268]. Mazotti testified he participated in that joke with
Gutierrez. [Exhibit 11-268; Mazotti testimony 7/11 /12@ 9:40:58]; Tracy Kilgore, former
administrative assistant to Gutierrez, also recalled hearing Gutierrez say the same
thing on the phone, although she did not know to whom it was addressed. [Exhibit
11-243].
These witnesses' recollection of such widespread participation in the gag was
not rebutted. Since the preponderant evidence failed to establish Gutierrez' asking
Arabalo "what are you wearing was offensive either to her on in the abstract, this
claim was not proven.
Gutierrez' gestures to Arabalo to expose herself and to sit on his lap.
Much of the language in D. 0. 2420 1. B. pertains to the subjective perception
of the target. That language includes causing "substantial emotional distress,"
"creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive environment," and the widespread
use of the word "unwelcome." Two "examples" within the rule, however, state an
objective standard: the abuse of authority, and behavior "that could be observed
as offensive by a third party. [Exhibit 10-2, Examples H. and J.]. For reasons stated
above, the Agency did not establish Gutierrez' conduct was unwelcome by
Arabalo, therefore he did not violated those portions of this rule comprised of a
subjective standard. However, his conduct must also be evaluated under the two
objective standards contained in the order.
Gutierrez was acting chief at the time he gestured to Arabalo on August 26,
2010. Gutierrez alleged the assignment carried no actual authority over Arabalo.
The assignment of authority [Exhibit 11-55], in conjunction with the statement of
duties of a chief, [Exhibit 11-7], belie that notion. The next step is to determine
whether, in his capacity as chief, Gutierrez gestures to Arabalo were harassing
under D.O. 2420 1. B. 5. H., "[t]he abuse of authority by a law enforcement officer in
relation to harassment, sexual or otherwise."
The first definition of harassment within D.O. 2420 1. B. is contact of a sexual
nature which requires submission as a condition of employment, as a basis for
employment decision, or which creates a hostile environment. [Id at 4. A. l-3]. As
found above, none of these bases were established.
10

The next definition defines harassment as a course of conduct toward a
specific person which has no legitimate purpose and which causes substantial
emotional distress. [Id at 4. B.]. It is apparent such behavior served no legitimate
purpose; however, the evidence established Gutierrez' sexual banter and other
kidding with Arebalo was mutual. Since the Agency failed to prove Gutierrez'
gestures were unwelcome by Arebalo, the third prong, emotional distress, is not
established.
The third definition of harassment is "sexual coercion and quid pro quo in
promotion." [Id at 4. C.]. Neither was alleged by the Agency.
The fourth and last definition of harassment under this order cites a criminal
standard of conduct, including the following conduct, if done with the purpose of
harassing the target: calling on the phone with no purpose; speech intended to
provoke a violent response; calling at inconvenient hours; touching in an offensive
manner; or any alarming conduct without a legitimate purpose. [Id at 4. D.J.
Credibility issues on both sides prevented the Agency from proving the purpose of
Gutierrez' conduct, and credibility issues prevented the Agency from proving his
conduct was alarming.
No violation is established by any definition within this rule, D.O. 2420 l. B. 4.
Next, we turn to whether Gutierrez' gestures to Arabalo on August 26, 2012, ran
afoul of D.O. 2420 1. B. 5. J., "[e]mployees joking or engaging in behavior that
could be observed as offensive by a third party."
Gutierrez argued this provision also requires the conduct to be unwelcome.
While this "example" is inartfully stated, it is apparent an objective, reasonable
person, standard applies. 8 The reference to an objective third party in this rule
distinguishes it from D.O. 2420 1. B. 5. A. (unwelcome sex-oriented verbal
"kidding"), above. The inclusion of both rules further demonstrates the Agency's
intent to prohibit both subjective (unwelcome) harassment and objective
harassment. Thus, this "example" prohibits banter where the banter could be
considered objectionable by a reasonable person, irrespective of the perception
of either participant.
Gutierrez' gestures to Arabalo on August 26, 2010 were offensive under this
rule. First, Gutierrez admitted to IA that his conduct on August 26 was "stupid."
[7 / 11 Gutierrez testimony]. Diggins testified without rebuttal that Gutierrez should
have known the repercussions of his actions with Arabalo, that Gutierrez "played
around too much," and concluded "anyone who heard [Gutierrez'] comments [to
Arabalo] would have found them offensive." When asked specifically how he
would view a male deputy asking a female deputy to lift up her shirt and expose
8

The phrase "that could be observed as offensive by a third party," if taken literally, would subject practically any
communication to prohibition under this order, since there could always be a third party who would find any particular
jest, gesture, statement or gaze to be offensive. Thus a reasonable person standard. rather than a subjective standard
must be imputed in order to bestow an enforceable meaning to this subsection.
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her breasts, Diggins answered "I would consider that to be extremely offensive."
This violation is established by a preponderance of the evidence.
g. 2440.1. G. Human Relations/Code of Ethics and Standard of Conduct
Gutierrez was required to meet the following principles within this Order:

Code of Ethics
Employees of the Denver Sheriff Department shall adhere to the
following guiding principles while performing their duties:
Being proactive rather than reactive;
Setting a positive example for others to follow;
Maintaining self-discipline, control and self-restraint;
Striving for excellence and continued self-improvement;
Under this Agency order, conduct is measured by an objective standard. In
finding Gutierrez violated this and other Agency orders and Career Service Rules,
Kilroy relied principally on Gutierrez' statements and admissions. In addition to
Gutierrez' admissions, three Agency employees, Wise, Montoya and Wood,
affirmed to IA that Gutierrez' banter with Arabalo was offensive. [Kilroy testimony].
Kilgore found Gutierrez at times made "outrageous" comments. [/d.].
The fact that Gutierrez' workplace friends, Currat and Mazotti, did not mind
and participated in Gutierrez' banter, and even if Arabalo willingly engaged in
sexual banter with Gutierrez, Gutierrez' was not proactive in maintaining a
professional standard of conduct, and did not set a positive example for others to
follow. His gestures to Arabalo failed to maintain self-discipline, control and selfrestraint, and failed to strive for excellence and continued self-improvement
following Diggins' counseling Gutierrez to improve his professional demeanor.
These lapses constitute a violation of this Agency policy and CSR 16-60 L.

5. CSR 16-60 M. Threatening, fighting with, intimidating, or abusing employees
or officers of the City, or any other member of the public, for any reason.

Because the Agency relied entirely on Arabalo's statements to prove this
violation and her testimony was not credible, this violation is not proven.
6. CSR 16-60 0. Failure to maintain satisfactory working relationships with coworkers, other City employees, or the public.

This rule focuses on the effect of the employee's bad conduct. Consequently,
the inquiry focuses as much on the reasonable reaction by others to the
12

appellant's conduct as on the conduct itself. [See, e.g. In re Strasser, CSB 44-07, 2
(2/29/08)]. The Agency's evidence did not make clear if it believed the working
relationship of anyone other than Arabalo was impaired in violation of this rule.
For reasons previously stated, it cannot be determined whether Gutierrez'
conduct toward Arabalo, at any time pertinent to this appeal, was unwelcome.
Arabalo told IA she dreaded going to Gutierrez' office or having to phone him for
official business after he allegedly began harassing her, but her credibility on that
point was suspect. [See IV. A., re credibility, above]. Kilgore told IA Gutierrez made
"off the wall" comments to others. That is an insufficient basis to find her own
relationship was negatively affected. The Agency failed to establish this violation
by a preponderance of the evidence.
7. CSR 16-60 R. Discrimination 9 or harassment of any employee or officer of the
City because of ... gender. ..

As an initial matter, CSR 16-60 R. specifies that conduct prohibited under this
rule needn't rise to the level of "any relevant state or federal law before an
employee may be disciplined ... " Thus, an act which does not meet the
requirements of a prohibited act under Title VII (in pertinent part, the creation of a
hostile working environment) may, nonetheless, be prohibited under this rule.
Proscribed conduct under this rule includes "making derogatory statements based
on ... gender." [CSR 16-60 R.]. CSR 15-102 provides additional guidance of
proscribed conduct, including "verbal conduct such as ... unwanted sexual
advances, invitations, or comments ... " and "visual conduct such as ... derogatory ...
gestures ... " [CSR 15-102 A., B.].
The Agency based its sexual harassment claim against Gutierrez on four
statements allegedly made to Arabalo on unspecified dates, and three
communications from Gutierrez to Arabalo on August 26, 2010. Each is analyzed in
turn.
1. "What are you wearing?" Gutierrez acknowledged he sometimes answered
Arabalo's phone calls with that question, but insisted it was a common, inside joke
for members of the Denver Sheriff's Foundation to answer the phone in that fashion.
He stated Arabalo would also answer his calls with the same question in a feigned,
husky voice. [Gutierrez testimony]. Arabalo denied ever engaging in such a
practice.
As stated above, witnesses for Gutierrez corroborated his version. Moore
specifically recalled he and Gutierrez exchanged the same greeting. [Exhibit 11268].

9

The Agency's withdrawal of its gender discrimination claim under CSR 16-60 L, via 0.0. I l00.3, above, render
moot any discussion of gender-based discrimination under this rule. The Agency's harassment claims remain.
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Arabalo's unproven criminal accusations against Mazotti and Currat 10 in
October 2009 may have raised some question about their motives to support
Gutierrez and oppose Arabalo. However, the Agency did not pursue that line of
questions, and the testimony of Moore and Kilgore, remained entirely unrebutted.
Thus, the preponderant evidence established that the phone greeting "what are
you wearing" was a joke embraced by both male and female Foundation
members including Arabalo.
Even though welcome conduct can become unwelcome, the preponderant
evidence did not support that development between Gutierrez and Arabalo. Thus,

Gutierrez' greeting Arabalo by asking "what are you wearing" was not proven to
be gender-based harassment in violation of CSR 16-60 R.
2. "Nice shirt." Arabalo alleged on some unspecified dates, Gutierrez would
make inappropriate remarks, She recalled one of his remarks was "nice shirt," while
he looked at her chest, followed by "it's just buttoned too high." [Exhibit 2-6].
Gutierrez denied the allegation. There were no independent witnesses to the
occurrences and Arabalo's claim was not more credible than Gutierrez' denial.
[See IV. A., above]. The Agency failed to prove this claim by a preponderance of
the evidence.
3. "Come in, close the door." Arabalo alleged on some unspecified dates,
when she had to see Gutierrez for business reasons, he would tell her "close the
door, come here:• Even after telling Gutierrez to stop, he persisted, stating "I'm just
playing." Gutierrez responded he never meets deputies behind closed doors, and
denied both Arabalo's allegations. The only potential witness would have been
Kilgore, but she did not testify that Gutierrez' ever closed his door when Arabalo
visited. Consequently, for the same reasons stated immediate above, the Agency
failed to establish this claim.
4. "Unbutton 'em more." Gutierrez acknowledged telling Arabalo to button up
her unbuttoned uniform shirt, then telling her "maybe you should unbutton 'em
more." He insisted it was simply banter, that Arabalo was not offended, and that
they had the kind of relationship in which Arabalo would reciprocate. [Exhibit 11
CD, Gutierrez IA interview 1/13/l l @ 11 :00]. While Gutierrez' acknowledged
statement violated other rules, Arabalo's credibility issues prevented the Agency
from proving the statement was harassing to her, in violation of this rule.
5. and 6. ''Expose your breasts" and "Sit on my lap" gestures on August 26,
2010.

With Arabalo's credibility issues, the Agency's case relied principally on
Gutierrez' admissions that he motioned for Arabalo to lift her shirt in order to expose
her breasts, and that he gestured for her to sit on his lap. Gutierrez protested
Arabalo was not offended by either gesture because they both engaged in banter
10

The criminal case in that matter closed without charges. The Agency's review was ongoing as of the date of hearing.
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including sexual banter, often initiated by Arabalo. Currat testified if Gutierrez
motioned for Arabalo to sit on his lap, the gesture was consistent with the sort of
banter they engaged in. "It was welcomed both ways," he said. [Currat cross-exam

7I 11 / l 2 @ 10: 15 :02] .
The Agency offered Arabalo's discrimination complaint as proof she was
offended by both gestures. Gutierrez also stated Arabalo filed her complaint
proactively in order to preempt his allegations that she misappropriated
Foundation funds. [See, e.g., Gutierrez closing statement 10/26/121.
Both Gutierrez and Arabalo had reason to be less than candid. Gutierrez was
facing a 75-day suspension and Arabalo was facing dismissal. Consequently
neither is more credible regarding the August 26 incident than the other. On the
other hand, unrebutted witness testimony affirmed Arabalo engaged in frequent
sexual banter, with co-workers, including Gutierrez, making it less, rather than more
likely Arabalo found Gutierrez' gestures on August 26 were derogatory.
What is "derogatory" cannot be assessed in a vacuum, but must be decided
in context. Since it was at least as plausible as not that Gutierrez' gestures to
Arabalo on August 26 were consistent with their mutual banter, that she was not
adversely affected, and that there was no adverse effect otherwise on the
workplace, 11 the Agency failed to prove, by a preponderance of the evidence,
that his gestures to Arabalo on August 26, 2010 were derogatory based on gender,
or otherwise harassing in violation of CSR 16-60 R.
7. "I have a surprise for you." Arabalo testified that, on August 26, 2010, when
Gutierrez motioned for Arabalo to sit on his lap, he added "I have a big surprise for
you." Gutierrez denied making the utterance. For the same reasons stated above
concerning the lack of an independent witnesses combined with Arabalo's
credibility issues, the Agency failed to establish this allegation.
8. CSR 16-60 Y. Conduct which violates the Rules, the City Charter, the Denver
Revised Municipal Code, Executive Orders, or any other applicable legal
authority.

This catchall provision covers violations not specifically provided for under
other authority. Here the claim is redundant to the Agency's allegations under
specific Career Service Rules and Agency Orders, and is therefore given no further
consideration.

11 Even consensual conduct may violate this and other Rules if the conduct has untoward effects in the workplace. [See,
e.g. Brim v. USPS, 49 MSPR 494, 498-99 ( 1991 )(30 day suspension was maximum reasonable penalty where
appellant's loud, sexually explicit remarks to no one in particular were overheard by other employees. The conduct was
found to be ''unbecoming;· but not sexual harassment).
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V. GUTIERREZ' DUE PROCESS CLAIM.
One of the deputy chiefs who sat on the panel during Gutierrez' predisciplinary meeting was having an affair with Arabalo at the same time he sat on
the panel. Gutierrez argued that fact prevented him from obtaining a fair and
impartial meeting, but did not specify the connection.
At a pre-termination hearing such as the pre-disciplinary meeting, due process
requires only an opportunity to respond to the allegations - which were presented
in the letter-in-contemplation-of-discipline received by Gutierrez - coupled with a
post-termination hearing. A post-deprivation hearing requires "oral or written
notice of the charges against him, an explanation of the employer's evidence, and
an opportunity to present his side of the story." Cleveland Board of Education v.
Loudermill, 470 US at 542, 547-548 ( 1985). Gutierrez' did not deny he was afforded
such pre and post deprivation opportunities and therefore his fairness claim fails.
Gutierrez also argued Deputy Manager of Safety Ashley Kilroy merely rubberstamped the aforementioned chief's recommendation for discipline. [App.
opening statement]. The evidence is contrary to that assertion. First, Kilroy testified
she made up her own mind about the discipline and never spoke with the chief.
[7 /12/12 Kilroy testimony]. Second, Director Wilson testified he recommended to
Kilroy a more severe penalty than the aforementioned chief. Gutierrez failed to
prove his "rubber stamp" theory.
VI. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE
The purpose of discipline is to correct inappropriate behavior if possible.
Appointing authorities are directed by CSR 16-20 to consider the severity of the
offense, an employee's past record, and the penalty most likely to achieve
compliance with the rules. CSR § 16-20.
A. Severity

With the questionable credibility of Arabalo's testimony, the Agency was left
to rely principally upon Gutierrez' admitted conduct. His admitted conduct did
not violate the most egregious violations alleged against him. Gutierrez' gestures
to Arabalo were not shown to be unwelcome. Consensual gender-based
conduct and gender-based conduct to which there was no demonstrated
objection are not as egregious as unwelcome and demeaning conduct and
conduct which negatively affects the workplace, 12 neither of which was proven.
On the other hand, Gutierrez' gestures were inappropriate to his position, he
acknowledged he is familiar with the Agency's zero tolerance policy for sexual
harassment, and that he received training in recognizing and reporting sexual
harassment. [7 /11 /12 Gutierrez cross-exam; 7/10/12 Kilroy testimony; 7/1 l /12
12

See Brim v. U.S.P.S., n. 14.
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testimony]. Further, Gutierrez failed to heed the counsel of his friend and superior,
Chief Diggins, to cease his sexual banter and to enforce compliance among his
subordinates.
Gutierrez' immature conduct was part of a locker room culture in which he
was a willing participant, and for which he was responsible in his role as captain,
and as acting Chief on August 26-27, 2010. Despite such ample notice, Gutierrez'
initiated, reciprocated, and condoned sexual and otherwise improper banter.
Given his status as an upper-level supervisor and the concomitant obligation to set
and enforce professionalism, his acceptance of and participation in such activities
was grievous.
B. Past Discipline

Gutierrez claimed that, even if any of the violations were proven, 75 days was
too harsh a penalty in view of his immaculate disciplinary history. [Gutierrez closing
statement]. Given the Agency's failure to prove the most egregious violations and
Gutierrez' clear disciplinary record, the penalty was excessive and would merit a
nominal penalty but for his questionable desire to reform.
C. Likelihood of Reform

In his IA interview, when Gutierrez was asked how he planned to deal with
widespread inappropriate banter in the workplace, Gutierrez answered he now
tells his subordinates to be more careful, which, as Kilroy aptly noted, misses the
point of reform.
Gutierrez' acceptance of responsibility was ever evolving. In his first meeting
with Diggins, Gutierrez admitted only that he may have asked Arabalo "what are
you wearing?" but professed ignorance of the other claims by Arabalo. In the
following days he admitted to Diggins most of Arabalo's allegations against him,
and he also admitted to Diggins that his [Gutierrez'] conduct put the Agency in
bad light. [Exhibit 11 at 244-248]. At that time, it appeared to Diggins that Gutierrez
was genuinely remorseful and wanting to reform. After hiring legal counsel and
leading up to and including hearing, Gutierrez again denied all wrongdoing. This
progression leaves some question about Gutierrez' willingness to undertake
significant change in his acceptance of crude banter in the workplace. On the
positive side, Gutierrez's superiors consider Gutierrez to be an outstanding captain,
capable of being one of the best. [see e.g., Diggins testimony].
Gutierrez' conduct, while not a "severe form of sexual harassment," [see N.
13, below], was opprobrious based on his rank. While the proven conduct, alone,
did not justify a 75-day suspension, Gutierrez' somewhat questionable commitment
to reform, justified a significant penalty.
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VII. ORDER
For reasons stated above, the Agency's decision to suspend Gutierrez for 75
days is MODIFIED to a 30-day suspension. 13

p

DONE August 28, 2012.

Bruce A. Plotkin
Career Service Hearing Officer

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE PETITION FOR REVIEW
You may petition the Career Service Board for review of this decision, in
accordance with the requirements of CSR § 19-60 et seq., within fifteen calendar
days after the date of mailing of the Hearing Officer's decision, as stated in the
decision's certificate of delivery. The Career Service Rules are available as a link at
www.denvergov.org/ csa.
All petitions for review must be filed with the:

Career Service Board
c/o CSA Personnel Director's Office
201 W. Colfax Avenue, Dept. 412, 4th Floor
Denver, CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-5720
EMAIL: Debbie .Saraceno@denvergov.org
AND
Career Service Hearing Office
201 W. Colfax, l st Floor
Denver, CO 80202
FAX: 720-913-599 5
EMAIL: CSAHearings@denvergov.org.
AND
Opposing parties or their representatives, if any.

13

[See, e.g. Brim v. USPS, 49 M.S.P.R 494 (Fed. Supp. 1991)(30-<lay suspension deemed maximum reasonable penalty
for supervisor who did not engage in ..any of the more severe forms of sexual harassment, such as offensive touching, or
solicitation of sexual favors .. but boasted to another supervisor of his sexual prowess loud enough to be overheard. Such
conduct deemed to have violated that agency's sexual harassment JX)licy which prohibited, inter alia --unsolicited remarks
with a sexual connotation." which is similar to the Agency's D.O. 2420 I. B. 5. J. ("joking or engaging in behavior that could
be observed as offensive by a third party"), [Exhibit I 0-2), and D.O. 2440 I. G. 8 .. (·'verbal conduct [based on gender] such
as ... jokes. sexual remarks .... "). [Exhibit I 0-8).
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